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The H2O Dance
Objectives
− Identify and describe properties of objects.
− Identify patterns of change.
− Identify matter as liquids, solids, and gases.
Introduction
There are three states of matter: solid, liquid, and gas. A solid has a definite volume and shape, a
liquid has a definite volume but no definite shape, and a gas has no definite volume or shape.
Procedure
1) Introduce students to the states of matter. Explain that water demonstrates all three in forms of
steam, liquid water, and ice.
2) Allow students to get up and walk quickly around the room. This demonstrates the gaseous phase
of water. Water in the form of steam is gas.
3) Tell students to walk a little slower, and move a little closer together so that they touch each other.
This demonstrates the liquid phase of water.
4) Tell students to squeeze together as tight as possible. This demonstrates the molecules in a solid
phase. Solid water is ice.
Further Information
In a gaseous phase, water molecules move quickly and randomly around their container. This is the
reason why a gas has no definite volume or shape. In a liquid phase, the molecules move past each
other smoothly, which is why it takes the shape of the container. In a solid, the molecules still
move, but because they are packed so tightly together, they have a definite shape.
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The Science of Making Ice Cream (K-7)
Objective
− Compare objects according to temperature changes.
− Identify matter as liquids, solids, and gases.
− Observe and record changes in the state of matter.
Introduction
Ice has to absorb energy in order to melt, changing the phase of water from a solid to a liquid.
When you use ice to cool the ingredients for ice cream, the energy is absorbed from the ingredients
and from the outside environment (like your hands, if you are holding the baggie of ice!). When you
add salt to the ice, it lowers the freezing point of the ice, so even more energy has to be absorbed
from the environment in order for the ice to melt. This makes the ice colder than it was before,
which is how your ice cream freezes. Ideally, you would make your ice cream using 'ice cream salt',
which is just salt sold as large crystals instead of the small crystals you see in table salt. The larger
crystals take more time to dissolve in the water around the ice, which allows for even cooling of the
ice cream.
You could use other types of salt instead of sodium chloride, but you couldn't substitute sugar for
the salt because (a) sugar doesn't dissolve well in cold water and (b) sugar doesn't dissolve into
multiple particles, like an ionic material such as salt. Compounds that break into two pieces upon
dissolving, like NaCl breaks into Na+ and Cl-, are better at lowering the freezing point than
substances that don't separate into particles because the added particles disrupt the ability of the
water to form crystalline ice. The more particles there are, the greater the disruption and the
greater the impact on particle-dependent properties (colligative properties) like freezing point
depression, boiling point elevation, and osmotic pressure. The salt causes the ice to absorb more
energy from the environment (becoming colder), so although it lowers the point at which water will
re-freeze into ice, you can't add salt to very cold ice and expect it to freeze your ice cream or de-ice
a snowy sidewalk (water has to be present!). This is why NaCl isn't used to de-ice sidewalks in areas
that are very cold.
Materials
− 1/2 cup milk
− 1/4 cup sugar
− 1/4 teaspoon vanilla or vanilla flavoring (vanillin)
− 1/2 to 3/4 cup sodium chloride (NaCl) as table salt or rock salt
− 2 cups ice
− 1-quart Ziploc TM bag
− 1-gallon Ziploc TM bag
− Thermometer
− Measuring cups and spoons
− Cups and spoons for eating your treat!
Procedure
1) Add 1/4 cup sugar, 1/2 cup milk, 1/2 cup whipping cream, and 1/4 teaspoon vanilla to the quart
Ziploc TM bag. Seal the bag securely.
2) Put 2 cups of ice into the gallon Ziploc TM bag.
3) Use a thermometer to measure and record the temperature of the ice in the gallon bag.
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4) Add 1/2 to 3/4 cup salt (sodium chloride) to the bag of ice.
5) Place the sealed quart bag inside the gallon bag of ice and salt. Seal the gallon bag securely.
6) Gently rock the gallon bag from side to side. It's best to hold it by the top seal or to have gloves or a
cloth between the bag and your hands because the bag will be cold enough to damage your skin.
7) Continue to rock the bag for 10-15 minutes or until the contents of the quart bag have solidified
into ice cream. Open the gallon bag and use the thermometer to measure and record the
temperature of the ice/salt mixture. Remove the quart bag, open it, serve the contents into cups
with spoons and ENJOY!
Questions for Discussion
1) Why is the salt needed to speed up the freezing process?
2) What other material, do you think, can be used to create ice cream?
3) What does this tell you about the properties of salt?
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The Science of Making Ice Cream (8-12)
Objectives
− Describe some cycles, structures, and processes that are found in simple systems
− Observe freezing, melting, and boiling of water
Introduction
The oceans surrounding Antarctica are an extremely cold and inhospitable environment. If the
water here were fresh water, it would freeze solid. Fish only survive in these frigid waters because
of special glycoproteins in their blood which act as antifreeze. Because of the ocean's salinity, the
freezing point of the salt water is depressed to -1.4 degrees Celsius. In this lab you will learn more
about the freezing point depression of salt water. In fact, you will use the freezing point depression
of saltwater to make a tasty frozen food. Just follow instructions closely and cool the "mystery
solution" to below -14 deg C, and you can taste this yummy concoction.
The freezing point of water depends on the number of ions dissolved in the liquid. When ions such
as Na+ and Cl- are added, the vapor pressure of the water is lowered. Freezing occurs when the
vapor pressure of water is equal to the vapor pressure of the surrounding air. If the vapor pressure
of water is lowered, the freezing point is lowered. It is possible to predict the freezing point
depression in degrees C using the following formula:

T = Kf (m )(i )
Where Kf is the molar freezing point depression constant for NaCl
Kf = 1.86°C / mol
 moles 

M = molality
 kg 
i = number of particles per formula unit (2 for Na+ and Cl-)
Rearranging this equation, one can calculate the theoretical molality of a solution given a measured
freezing point depression:
 T 

TheoreticalMolality (m ) = 
 Kf • 2 
The actual molality of the solution can be measured experimentally by measuring the mass of NaCl
in a dehydrated sample of the solution.
Percent error between the experimental and theoretical values can then be calculated using the
formula:
 ExperimentalValue − TheoreticalValue 
%error = 
 • 100
TheoreticalValue
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Materials
− Bottom half of plastic one gallon milk jug or suitable large bowl
− 9 oz plastic cup
− Popsicle stick or plastic knife
− Crushed ice to fill plastic bowl
− Rock salt
− Thermometer
− 2/3 cup mystery solution to be added later
Procedure
Part 1
1) Place a layer of ice in bowl then sprinkle salt over the ice.
2) Place the empty plastic cup in the middle of the bowl.
3) Continue layering ice and salt around the cup, taking care not to get salt in the cup.
4) Add 100 ml of water to the ice to get melting started.
5) Take temperature of the ice / salt mixture periodically, recording the lowest temperature achieved.
6) Fill the plastic cup 1/2 full with the mystery solution.
7) Spin the cup with one hand while holding the knife against the inside edge of the cup to scrape off
any frozen mixture that forms on the side. Since the edge of the cup is in contact with the ice water,
the mixture will freeze to the inside edge. Continue to scrape this frozen portion until all of the
mixture is frozen. This may take some time.
8) The temperature must get below -14 deg C for best results. 9. Sample product. Be sure to have
teacher evaluate results.
Part 2
1) Remove 10.0 ml of the salt water solution with a graduated cylinder and place in a pre-weighed
evaporating dish.
2) Record the weight of the dish plus saltwater to the nearest .01 g.
3) Allow the saltwater to evaporate overnight or gently heat with a lid in microwave. Be careful not to
splatter and lose salt.
4) Weigh the remaining salt when dry.
Questions
Questions for Discussion
1) Calculate the molality of the salt solution using the mass of the water evaporated and the moles of
the remaining salt. Molality is measured in Moles/Kg. This will be the Experimental Molality.
Experimental Molality_____________________
2) Now calculate the Theoretical Molality using the formula given in the background.
Theoretical Molality______________________
3) Calculate the percent error between the theoretical and experimental values. How close were you?
Percent Error___________________________
4) What are ice stalactites? Explain how they are formed. To learn about these, see data section of
lab.
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Save the Ice! Competition
Objectives
− Plan and conduct simple descriptive investigations
− Collect information by observing
Introduction
An insulator traps energy, allowing protection from either cold or heat. Houses use insulation to
protect its inhabitants from the winter. Jackets use cloth and cotton stuffing to keep heat in and the
cold out. Styrofoam ice chests shield ice from the heat surrounding it. Which material protects the
ice cube the best?
FOR THE TEACHER
Materials
− Ice cubes
− Variety of materials – foil, cotton, plastic wrap, felt, Styrofoam, newspaper, paper towel, etc.
− Timer, stopwatch, clock, etc.
Procedure
1) Cut 5”x5” squares of insulation materials
2) Freeze ice cubes.
FOR EACH TEAM OF 33-4 STUDENTS
Materials
− Small bowl
− Tape
− Ice cube
− 5”x5” squares of materials
Procedure
1) Discuss insulation and how it is used.
2) Group up in teams of 3-4 students.
3) Discuss within teams the best insulation material.
4) As teams receive the ice cubes, wrap the ice cube as quickly as possible using the insulation
materials (and tape, if needed).
5) Wait 10 minutes and allow the ice to melt.
6) After 10 minutes, unwrap the ice cubes and determine which team has the most ice cube left. The
winner is the team with the least melted ice cube.
Questions for Discussion
1) What materials did the winning team use?
2) Which material was the most unsuccessful insulator? Why?
3) Which material seemed to be the best insulator? Why?
4) What material would you wear for a coat when it is winter?
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The Melting Block
Objectives
− Observe changes in size, mass, color, and temperature
− Observe and record changes in the states of matter caused by the addition or reduction of heat
− Observe melting point of substances
Materials
− Two equal-sized blocks of metal and wood; if not, use conductive or insulating materials (must be
same size, thickness, and color)
− Ice cubes
Procedure
1) Feel the blocks.
2) Predict which material will cause ice to melt faster.
3) Place the blocks side by side. Drop an ice cube on each block at the same time.
Questions for Discussion
1) Which block melted the ice cube the fastest? Why?
2) What is the difference between temperature and heat?
3) Which material would trap heat better?
4) Which would you use to make a shelter to protect yourself from the cold?
Further Information
Conductivity is the transfer of heat, while insulation is the trapping of heat. Many metals are
conductors, which is why they are used in wires and cooking ware. Examples of insulators are
rubber, fabric, and wood. Animals and humans use different insulators in order to shield
themselves from the cold.

The conductor, ceramic tile, is on the right while
the insulator, Styrofoam, is on the left.
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Arctic Tent Survival
Objectives
− Analyze, review, and critique scientific explanations.
− Hypothesize the best retention of heat.
Introduction
Introduction
For scientists, survival suits are the main means of protection from the cold in the Arctic. They
serve to keep people warm, dry, and protect them from harsh weather. Because moisture
consumes body heat much faster than air, overdressing can be more dangerous than underdressing when it comes to extreme cold. This experiment studies the properties of different fabrics
to determine which would be best suited for use in an extremely cold, dry climate such as that at
the South Pole.
Materials
− Plastic container for each group of students
− Scraps of fabric of other material cut into squares large enough to cover the top of the plastic
container (i.e., wool, cotton, down, fur, nylon, Gortex, thermal, underwear, fiber fills, Mylar,
aluminum foil, vinyl, foam insulator)
− Small thermometer per plastic container
− Bowl of ice
− Tape
− Extra materials suggested by students
Procedure
1) Place fabrics onto or inside the plastic container. Tape may be used to attach and secure fabrics
onto the container. It is suggested that a small piece of foam insulator or Styrofoam is used to
cover the bottom of the “tent”.
2) Put a small thermometer inside the container and close the lid.
3) Place the container into the bowl of ice.
4) After five minutes, open the lid to the container and quickly observe the temperature on the
thermometer.
5) Compare temperatures between groups. The group with the highest temperature used the best
insulators.
Questions for Discussion
1) Which materials did the group with the highest temperature use?
2) How did the group design their tent?
3) Why do you think they had the best insulation?
4) What do you think Arctic tents look like?
Further Information
In the Arctic, tents use a similar concept to polar bear fur. Polar bear fur is clear while their skin is
completely black. Tents use a translucent covering to shield researchers from the cold. Sunlight
shines through this covering to the dark contents of the tent. Dark objects such as an Arctic
sleeping bag, ten padding, and bags absorb and sustain the heat throughout the tent. Between the
researcher and the icy ground, an insulated foam pad about an inch thick protects the researcher’s
body from the ice.
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A student cuts a strip of cotton fabric for her tent.
The plastic container at the bottom of the
photograph will eventually become her “tent”.

The student places the cotton fabric into the
tent. At the bottom of the tent is a small
piece of Styrofoam.

The student closes her completed tent. Inside
there is some cotton fabric, Styrofoam padding,
and a thermometer.
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Slimy Glaciers
Adapted from Global Links: Antarctic Climate & Ice Sheet Evolution Research Curriculum
Objectives
Objectives
− Observe changes in movement, position, and mass.
− Measure and record changes in the position and direction of the motion of an object to which
friction has been applied.
− Identify, observe, and evaluate actions that require time for changes to be measurable
Introduction
Some solids have the capability to flow. An everyday example will be glass, or ice. Glaciers are
large and very slow-moving rivers of ice. They slowly deform and flow as a response to gravity. In
this experiment, the kinetic properties of glaciers will be examined.
Materials
− Slime
− One piece of cardboard
− Wax paper
− Tape
Procedure
1) Cover the cardboard with wax paper and hold it in place using the tape
2) Divide the slime in half and mold of the pieces into a shape that is high and has steep sides.
3) Place the shape on the cardboard and record the results.
4) Use the second blob of slime to create a low flat shape and place it on the cardboard. Record the
results
5) Use the slime to create blobs with different steepness and observe how the blobs behave as their
steepness increases and decreases.
6) Use all the slime to create one blob. Place it on the cardboard and tilt the cardboard. Observe the
changes in the movement of the blob.
7) Mist the cardboard using water. Then, place the blob on the cardboard as in previous steps
8) Observe the changes in the movement of the slime on the tilted dry cardboard and the tilted wet
cardboard.
Questions for Discussion
1) What was the movement of the slime on the horizontal cardboard?
2) What was the difference between the movement of the high, steep slime and the low, flat slime?
How did the movement of the slime change as the steepness increased? How do you predict the
movement of glaciers changes as their steepness increases?
3) Describe the movement of the slime on the tilted cardboard. How did it differ from the movement
on the regular cardboard?
4) Describe the movement of the slime on the tilted wet cardboard. How did it differ from the
movement of the tilted dry cardboard? What conclusions can you draw about the movement of
glaciers using this information?
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Melting Ice
Adapted from Global Links: Antarctic Climate & Ice Sheet Evolution Research Curriculum
Objectives
− Observe the effect heat has on ice melt
− Observe changes in the states of matter caused by heat
Introduction
Introduction
The Arctic consists of frozen ice floating above ocean, while Antarctica is a continent covered in ice
with some areas of ice frozen beyond the land. Both poles expand and shrink with the changing
seasons; however, their effect on the sea level of the world differs from one another. What is this
difference? How much can it affect the earth?
Materials
− 3 clear plastic containers (must be same size and shape)
− Ice cubes
− Permanent marker
− Lump of clay
− Water
Procedure
1) Use the lump of clay to create a thin continent on the bottom of the first container.
2) Place an ice cube in the second container.
3) Break up an ice cube and place the pieces in the third container.
4) Pour water into the second container; there should be enough so that the ice cube does not float
and remains on the bottom. Mark the water level.
5) Place the containers side by side and fill the first and third container to the same level of the
second.
6) Place an ice cube in the first container (the one with the clay continent).
7) Mark each initial water level with a marker.
8) Observe the water level as the ice melts.
9) After all the ice melts, mark the water levels once more.
Questions for Discussion
1) What happens to the water level in the first container with the clay continent? Does the water level
rise or stay the same?
2) What happens to the water level in the second container with the ice cube?
3) What happens to the water level in the third container with pieces of ice?
4) Which container showed the greatest increase in volume?
5) Which container showed the least?
6) Refer to Question 1. Why does this occur? Which pole does this demonstrate?
7) Refer to Question 2. Why does this occur?
8) Refer to Question 3. Why does this occur? Which pole does this demonstrate?
Further Information
If the ice sheets of Antarctica were to melt, there would be an increase of 70 meters in the sea level
because of the volume of ice sitting on top of the land. However, this is only the case for the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet. The West Antarctic Ice Sheet has ice below sea level. If that melts, there would
only be a 6-meter increase. Floating ice, demonstrated in container three, portrays the melting of
14

the Arctic Ice Sheet or the Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica. Floating ice displaces the same volume of its
own. Therefore, there is little to no change in sea level.

In this picture, the left container contains crushed
ice, the middle container contains a whole ice
cube, and the right container contains clay.

A student pours water into each of the containers
representing the effects of melting ice on sea level.
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Glaciers & Precipitation
Adapted from Global Links: Antarctic Climate & Ice Sheet Evolution Research Curriculum
Objectives
− Observe structures with processes such as freezing and melting of water
− Observe how the surface of the Earth can be changed by glaciers
Introduction
Ice covers about 10% of Earth’s surface. During the Ice Ages, ice covered 1/3 of the world. Due to
this knowledge, the future of glaciers is under debate. How will it behave? What causes them to
break down?
A glacier is a large mass of ice that accumulates and compresses snow over time. As they move,
the pick up air, water, rock, sediment, and debris. Due to a glacier’s large size, gravity enables it to
flow very slowly tens of feet to thousands of feet per year. The largest glacier covers Antarctica. The
glacier forms as new snow piles on top of old. This buries and compresses the previous layers,
forming grains of ice. As the ice crystals get larger, the air spaces get smaller and the crystals
become several inches in length. This is true glacial ice, and it takes about 1000 years to form at
the South Pole. In order to maintain its size, precipitation such as snow or rain adds ice. What
causes precipitation to change? What causes air to hold more or less moisture?
RESEARCH
Procedure
1) Find a glacier on each continent and record on the Glacier Research Data Sheet the glacier’s
elevation, winter and summer temperature, and mean annual precipitation.
2) After filling out the chart, write the information from the data chart onto index cards, one glacier per
index card.
3) As a class, tape the glacier data cards onto a world map. Answer the questions below.
Questions for Discussion
1) Were there any surprises about the locations of glaciers?
2) Why do you think glaciers exist near the equator?
3) Where is it warm? Where is there more precipitation?
4) What trends to did you find?
5) What are the requirements for glaciers to exist at low latitudes?
6) What are the requirements for glaciers to exist at middle latitudes?
7) What are the requirements for those that exist at high latitudes?
8) Which would melt faster: a glacier at low latitudes or high latitudes? Why?
Further Information
Temperatures decrease toward the poles and with higher elevation; glaciers at the poles are able to
live at low elevations. Glaciers in lower latitudes must be at higher elevations (mountains)
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GLACIER RESEARCH DATA SHEET
Location

Glacier Name

Elevation

Climate –
Summer
Temperature

Climate –
Winter
Temperature

Climate – Mean
Annual
Precipitation
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LAB
Materials
− Jar with lid
− Piece of tape
− Short length of string
− Thermometer
− Mister/Spray
− Heat lamp
− Bowl of ice water which the lower 1/3 of the jar can fit
Procedure
1) Attach one end of the string to the thermometer and tape the other to the jar lid such that the
thermometer is suspended in the jar. Check the temperature.
2) Spray a light mist inside of the jar and seal it.
3) Turn the heat lamp on and place the jar a few inches away. Observe what occurs in the jar and
check the temperature.
4) Turn off the heat lamp. Carefully move the jar and place it in the bowl of ice water. Observe what
occurs in the jar and check the temperature.
Questions for Discussion
1) Which holds more moisture? Heat or cold?
2) Will it snow/rain more in areas of hot or cold? Why?
3) Does more precipitation fall on glaciers in New Zealand or Antarctica? Why?
4) Do you think the glaciers in New Zealand or Antarctica melt more in the warm summer months?
Explain why.
5) Why do low latitude glaciers still maintain their size despite the fact that they melt more than their
polar equivalents?
6) If global temperatures were to rise, would the size of high-altitude glaciers change dramatically? If
not, why?
Further Information
Low latitude glaciers survive at warmer temperatures and are found at higher elevations. They melt
more in the summer than high latitude glaciers. These glaciers receive more precipitation than their
polar equivalents. On the other hand, high latitude glaciers can exist at sea level or higher since the
temperature is cold enough year-round. The temperature stays below freezing most of the time so
there is little melting. The air carries little moisture and it snows very little. The glaciers maintain a
balance between little melting and little snow.
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Who explored the Polar Regions?
Objectives
− Students learn who explored the Polar Regions.
− Students learn how to research and identify good sources.
Procedure
1) Choose different explorers from the Arctic/Antarctica. They can be from today or from the past. It is
advised that Robert Peary, Roald Amundsen, and Robert F. Scott are included in this list.
2) Have groups of students look up and print information on their explorer. Research their biography,
how long they stayed in the poles, where they stayed, what they found out, and what they
contributed to polar knowledge.
3) Students answer questions on the following worksheets.
4) Make a large timeline on a wall. Cut different lengths of yarn to represent when their explorer was
in the arctic. It is suggested to use 1 cm per year marked by 25-50 year increments.
5) Students will present their explorer to the class. Other students will write down information of
teacher’s choosing.
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Explorers of the Polar Regions – Student Worksheet
Name: ________________________________
Explorer: __________________________________
1) What year(s) did you explorer go to the Arctic or Antarctica (specify)?

2) What was his country of origin? For whom did he explore?

3) With whom did he explore before leading an expedition?

4) Where on a map did the explorer do most of his work? How did he get there?

5) Give a summary of his activities in the Polar Regions (indicate which activity/year with respective
pole) including highlights of problems as well as victories he and his crew had.
Activities & pole:

Specific problems:

Specific victories:
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6) For what is the explorer best known (greatest contribution)?

7) If you explorer went to both poles, tell how one exploration may have influenced or helped another.

In the space provided below,
below, write down information from other groups researching other explorers.
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Polar Oceanography (3-part project)
Adapted from Teachers Exploring Antarctica (http://tea.armadaproject.org/tea_activities.html)

Biochemical Responses to Light (Part I)
Objectives
− Students will observe the effect of the gases resulting from a burned fossil fuel on the heat
absorption of air.
− Students will determine the ability of phytoplankton to remove greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere
Introduction
The objective of this experiment is to determine the effect of light on the dissolved oxygen rate in
polar ocean water. Also, the changes in dissolved oxygen on the pH of the water will be studied and
the effect of light on the pH and dissolved oxygen of the water will be evaluated
Hypothesis
The amount of light affects the amount of dissolved oxygen and the pH
Materials
− 5 bottles with lids, two of which should be covered in foil
− Aluminum foil
− Ocean water (or aquarial water/pond water)
− Dissolved Oxygen (DO) meter or DO titration kit
− pH meter or pH titration kit
− Electric sun lamp
− Beaker
− Filters
− Funnel
− Graph Paper
Procedure:
Procedure
1) Calibrate DO meter and prepare for immediate use
2) Collect water in first bottle and take an immediate reading of DO. Take an immediate reading of the
water’s pH. Set next to the water source so that light and temperature remain the same.
3) Collect water in the second bottle, quickly cap and place in light of sun lamp without being too
close, therefore affecting temperature.
4) Collect water in the Third bottle that has been covered with foil so that no light can penetrate and
cover quickly. Set next to bottle #2 to control temperature.
5) Before collecting water for the next two bottles, fold filter so that it fits within funnel. Cover bottle
#5 with foil.
6) Collect water for bottles #4 and #5 with the beaker. Carefully pour the water through the filter into
the bottles. Place the bottles next to the first two.
7) After 24 to 48 hours, check the reading for DO and pH. Record the findings.
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Results

BOTTLE
TRIAL

CONTROL
DO | PH

LIGHT
REGULAR
DO | PH

DARK
REGULAR
DO | PH

LIGHT
FILTERED
DO | PH

DARK
FILTERED
DO | PH

1 (A1)
2 (A3)
3 (A5)
4 (A4)
5 (A5)
Conclusion
1) What happened to the dissolved oxygen in each of the bottles?
2) What happened to the pH in each of the bottles?
3) What is the filtration of bottles 3&4 removing?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Did the intensified presence of light affect the DO?
Did the removal of light affect the DO?
Was the pH affected in either light of dark?
What was the effect of removing the microorganisms?
How do microorganisms affect water chemistry?
Will level differences in DO in open ocean water be higher or lower than the levels in your water?
How does this information apply to the environmental conditions in the Polar Regions?
What type of microorganisms can you predict to live under the ice in the Polar Regions?
How would you predict the environment there would change if larger amounts of light escaped to
the water in the Polar Regions?

Teacher Information
Photosynthetic Microorganisms (Cyanobacteria) in the water will react by changing the rate of
photosynthesis (therefore oxygen production) when light is intensified or removed.
The process of photosynthesis reduces the availability of Hydrogen for ionization, therefore
reducing the acidity of the solution (pH goes up)
When these organisms are removed, changes in dissolved oxygen and pH will no longer be
observed because they are the agents of change
Chemical formula
6H2O + 6CO2 ----> C6H12O6+ 6O2
The H 2 is tied up in the organic carbon molecule, no longer able to disassociate from the oxygen
and creating the H 3O + ions used to determine acidity. As the concentration of O2 increases, so
does the pH of this system. Conversely, as the pH increases, the concentration of CO2 decreases.
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Carbon Dioxide: The Heat is On (Part II)
Objectives
− Students will observe the effect of the gases resulting from a burned fossil fuel on the heat
absorption of air.
− Students will determine the ability of phytoplankton to remove greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere
Overview
Greenhouse gases are those that prevent the radiant energy of Earth from escaping our
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is needed for life here on Earth, but it is one of those gases labeled as
causing the greenhouse effect. Usually carbon dioxide given off from respiration and the carbon
dioxide used by photosynthesis are in balance, but the burning of so many fossil fuels (coal, gas,
and gasoline) is causing an increase in the release of carbon dioxide. This activity explores the
effect of greenhouse gases on heat absorption in the atmosphere and the effect of the biological
processes of phytoplankton on these greenhouse gases.
Rationale
Phytoplankton plays a key role in the production of oxygen and the resulting use of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere during photosynthesis. They alter the chemical characteristics of the water due
to their biological processes. Because of the short season of light availability in Antarctica, the
phytoplankton are profoundly more productive in each 24 hour period than are general oceanic
phytoplankton. Therefore, the waters of Antarctica have an important role as a significant carbon
dioxide sink. This may prove to be extremely important in light of our greenhouse gases problems.
TEACHER PREPARATION
Materials
For each group:
− 2 large jars with screw lids that have holes for probe-ware or thermometer
− pickle jars from the cafeteria work well
− 2 temperature probes or thermometers
− 2 CO2 probes or limewater Calcium oxide (CaO)
− 2 candles
− matches or lighter
− 1 sunlamp
Procedure
Directions for limewater:
1) Slowly add calcium oxide (CaO), one teaspoon at a time, to a large Pyrex beaker of water. If you add
too rapidly, the whole container could boil over, so do a small bit at a time. It will be hot, so handle
with insulated gloves or beaker tongs.
2) Continue adding CaO to the solution until no more will dissolve.
3) Make up solution right before use and keep tightly closed because it will react with the CO2 from
the air, turning it prematurely cloudy.
Pre-activity set-up:
1) Quickly add 20ml limewater to the bottom of the jars after the candle has been burned and place
the lid or cork back
2) Shake or agitate the bottle so that the CO2 in the bottle will mix with the limewater.
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3) See Figure I for jar setup
4) Place one sunlamp fairly close to and the same distance from the two jars.
TEACHING SEQUENCE
Engagement and Exploration (Student Inquiry Activity)
1) Divide the students into lab groups or set up the activity as a demonstration.
2) Hand out Data Collection Sheet SM - 3
3) Inquire of the students the purpose of the second jar (control). Why is it a control?
4) Ask the students what the purpose of the sunlamp is this time (heat).
5) Assign one student in each group to be a time-keeper so that accurate time intervals can show the
increase and eventual decrease in temperature in a controlled manner.
Explanation (Discussing)
1) Ask the students to post their data and average each group’s findings.
2) Ask what function the burning candle served in the activity. (fossil fuel burning)
3) How did the burned hydrocarbon affect the heat retention of the atmosphere?
4) How can this increase in carbon dioxide affect our global weather patterns? (warming trend)
Elaboration (Polar Applications)
How could the global warming affect us? (Disruption of weather patterns, melting of temperate glaciers,
which cause faster ice shelf breakup, which causes faster ablation of the ice sheets, which results in
greater, significant sea level rise, flooding coastal areas)
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STUDENT INFORMATION
INFORMATION
Introduction
Greenhouse gases are those that prevent the radiant energy of Earth from escaping our
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is needed for life here on Earth, but it is one of those gases labeled as
causing the greenhouse effect. Usually carbon dioxide given off from respiration and the carbon
dioxide used by photosynthesis are in balance, but the burning of so many fossil fuels (coal, gas,
and gasoline) is causing an increase in the release of carbon dioxide. This activity explores the
effect of greenhouse gases on heat absorption in the atmosphere and the effect of the biological
processes of phytoplankton on these greenhouse gases.
Phytoplankton plays a key role in the production of oxygen and the resulting use of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere during photosynthesis. They alter the chemical characteristics of the water due
to their biological processes. Because of the short season of light availability in Antarctica, the
phytoplankton is profoundly more productive in each 24 hour period than are general oceanic
phytoplankton. Therefore, the waters of Antarctica have an important role as a significant carbon
dioxide sink. This may prove to be extremely important in light of our greenhouse gases problems.
Procedure
1) Set up two large jars as shown in the picture on accompanying page.
2) Light the candle in the second one and let it burn for five minutes.
3) Blow out the candle and quickly tightly shut the lid to trap the smoke.
4) Shine a sunlamp on both the jars so that both are equally heated by the lamp.
5) Record the temperature and carbon dioxide values every 5 minutes for a total time of 30 minutes.
6) Turn off the lamp and remove it from the area close to the jars.
7) Record the temperature every 5 minutes for the next 30 minutes.
8) Graph the data using a different color for the control jar values and candle jar values.
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Results

Time

5
T CD

10
T CD

15
T CD

20
T CD

25
T CD

30
T CD

Heating
Jar # 1
(plain jar)
Heating
Jar # 2
(candle)
Cooling
Jar
#1
Cooling
Jar
#2
Analysis
1) What happened to the temperatures of the plain jar versus the candle jar?
2) What is the impact of the candles burning on the heat retention?
Conclusion
1) What could cause similar products being put in the atmosphere?
2) What impact could placing these products in our atmosphere have on it?
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DIAGRAM OF LABORATORY SETUP FOR PART II
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Smog be Gone (Part III)
Objectives
− Students will observe the effect of the gases resulting from a burned fossil fuel on the heat
absorption of air.
− Students will determine the ability of phytoplankton to remove greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere
Introduction
Greenhouse gases are those that prevent the radiant energy of Earth from escaping our
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is needed for life here on Earth, but it one of those gases labeled as
causing the greenhouse effect. Usually carbon dioxide given off from respiration and the carbon
dioxide used by photosynthesis are in balance, but the burning of so many fossil fuels (coal, gas,
and gasoline) is causing an increase in the release of carbon dioxide. These two activities, The Heat
is On and Smog Be Gone, explore the effect of greenhouse gases on heat absorption in the
atmosphere and the effect of the biological processes of phytoplankton on these greenhouse
gases. These two activities may be used after the activity on Secret Agents of Dissolved Oxygen,
which establishes the effects that phytoplankton have on the chemical properties of water.
Rationale
Phytoplankton have a key role in the production of oxygen and the resulting use of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere during photosynthesis. They alter the chemical characteristics of the water due to
their biological processes. Because of the short season of light availability in Antarctica, the
phytoplankton are profoundly more productive in each 24 hour period than are general oceanic
phytoplankton. Therefore, the waters of Antarctica have an important role as a significant carbon
dioxide sink. This may prove to be extremely important in light of our greenhouse gases problems.
TEACHER PREPARATION
Extension
1) Students should use the same setup as Activity II with the exception of the removal of the candle
(and limewater solution if used) and the addition of algae-rich water. See Figure 1
2) Use SM-4
3) Ask what things put carbon dioxide in the air. What good is the carbon dioxide? (used in
photosynthesis) What harm can it do? (greenhouse effect is strengthened)
Materials
− Algal culture (Directions: Add liquid plant food in the amount given for hydroponic growth to live
(pond or aquarial) water. Expose solution to intense sunlight and/or sunlamp. Water should be
green, indicating an algal bloom.)
− 2 large jars with screw lids - Cafeteria pickle jars work well
− pH testing probe or pH testing kit, such is obtained from a pool supplier
− Temperature probe or thermometer
− Carbon dioxide probe or limewater
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PrePre-activity setset-up
1) This activity may take one to two weeks as carbon dioxide uptake is slow. It is also necessary to
make certain that the water used in the jar is very green with algae to maximize the impact.
2) See Figure 1 for general setup.
3) Use SM-3
4) Carbon dioxide readings should be taken at the onset of the experiment and once every day to
monitor progress.
TEACHING SEQUENCE
Engagement and Exploration (Student
(Student Inquiry Activity)
1) This activity is best done as a single demonstration unless you have lab space to accommodate a
long-term project for multiple classes. This project can take from 1 to 2 weeks to have clear results.
2) Hand out SM - 4 to students to record the results on a daily basis.
3) The setup needs to be in strong natural or sunlamp light.
Elaboration (Polar Applications)
Applications)
1) After the results have been obtained, students should discuss what happened and why.
2) Have the students come to a consensus on what occurred in the jars. (Photosynthetic processes
used excess carbon dioxide in the jar.)
3) Tie in the difference in cyanobacteria from Antarctica as opposed to that in more temperate
climates or those that have more consistent daylight. See Rationale at the beginning of these
activities.
4) Let the students brainstorm on how this knowledge could be used to alleviate the increase in
burning of fossil fuels that we have incurred this century.
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STUDENT INFORMATION
Procedure
1) Use the same set-up as The Heat is On (Part II). Remove candle.
2) Place algae-rich water in the bottom 2/3 of one jar and plain water in the bottom of the second jar.
3) Put the jar lids back on with the probes for temperature and carbon dioxide inserted.
4) Take readings once a day for 10 to 14 days.
Results
Bottle w/algae
DAY

Temperature

Carbon Dioxide

Bottle w/plain water
Temperature

Carbon Dioxide

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Analysis
1) Graph the data using color coding for the 2 jars.
2) What happened to the temperature values in each jar?
3) What happened to the carbon dioxide in each jar?
Conclusion
1) In what way did the algae-rich water affect the temperature and/or the carbon dioxide levels?
2) What application might this have to helping our problem with global warming?
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DIAGRAM OF LABORATORY SETUP FOR PART III
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Be a Polar Bear
Objectives
− Observe adaptations in nature
− Demonstrate insulation and its purpose for Arctic animals
Introduction
Animals that live in the Arctic and Antarctica must retain their body heat in order to survive. While
people use clothing to fight against the cold, animals use a variety of adaptations to insulate
themselves. One of the most famous Arctic animals, polar bears, shields themselves from the bitter
cold with a variety of characteristics. Most likely descended from brown bears, polar bears
accumulate a thick layer of fat called blubber, which insulates them from the cold. Most of this fat
comes from their main diet of seals and fish. Additionally, polar bears appear to have white fur.
However, the white color is a reflection of the polar bear’s hair. Each individual hair is hollow and
translucent, allowing light to pass through to warm the black skin beneath it.

Blubber Me
Materials
− 1 to 1½ pounds of lard
− 4-6 tall Ziploc® bags per 4-person team
− 2 large bowls or buckets
− 2 thermometers
− Hot water
− Ice Cubes
− Water
− Packing or duct tape
Procedure
1) Prepare a tray of ice cubes per team.
2) Fill a Ziploc bag with lard. Take a second bag, turn it inside out, and place it in the first bag filled
with lard. Place a hand inside the second bag to spread out the lard and to straighten out the
second bag to all corners of the first. Seal both bags together by zipping the seals. Tape the gap on
both sides to make the bags airtight with each other.
3) Repeat step 2 with more bags without using lard.
4) Fill a bowl with hot water and record its temperature.
5) Place a hand inside the lard mitt and another in the plain mitt. Dip them into the water and observe
the difference in temperature. Do not submerge the mitts completely.
6) Place an ice cube in both the lard mitt and the plain mitt. Seal each mitt with tape and place each
one in hot water. Wait 5 minutes, remove the mitts, open them, and observe how much the ice
cubes have melted.
7) Fill a bowl with water and ice cubes and record its temperature.
8) Repeat steps 5-6 in the bowl of ice water.
9) Pour hot water into the lard mitt and plain mitt. Record the temperature for each. Seal the mitts
with tape and place them in the ice water for 12 minutes, taking a temperature every 2 minutes.
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Discussion Questions
1) Which mitt had the least melted ice cube?
2) Which mitt maintained the warmest temperature of water?
3) Out of qualitative and quantitative observations, which mitt provided good insulation to cold or hot?
Why?
4) How does this apply to the polar bear and its layer of blubber?
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Polar Bear Fur
Materials
− 10 black and 10 white straws of the same size
− Rubber bands/tape
− 2 thermometers
− Lamp/direct light source
− White and black cardstock
Procedure
1) Group straws by color. Tape/rubber band them together in a bundle by holding them vertically on a
table, making sure the level at the bottom is even.
2) Cut out a 3.5” by 3” rectangle of white and black cardstock. Make sure the edges are even.
3) Fold down the edge 0.25” on each side to make two square tables.
4) Place the tables side by side under a direct light source such as a lamp. Slide the thermometers
beneath each table.
5) Carefully stack the white bundle of straws onto the black cardstock table. Place the dark bundle of
straws onto the white cardstock table. Tape the sides of each straw bundle to secure them onto the
cardstock table.
6) Compare the temperatures of the thermometers.
Questions for Discussion
1) Which set of straws absorbed the most heat? Why?
2) How does the color of the paper affect the transmission of heat?
3) What had the greater influence on the transmission of heat to the thermometer, the color of the
paper or the type of straw?
4) If the polar bear did not have this adaptation, do you think dark fur would provide adequate
insulation in its environment? Why?

In these pictures, the bundle of straws is
taped onto a table of cardstock. If there
is no black cardstock, you can paint over
the white to create a black surface.

In this picture, the thermometer
is beneath the “table”.
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Keep Them Warm
Adapted from http://www.siec.k12.in.us/west/proj/penguins/activity2.html
Objectives
− Understand the adaptations of an Emperor penguin and how they care for their young.
Introduction
Emperor penguins do not make nests for their eggs. Instead, they carry the eggs on their feet. If
the penguins move with their eggs, they need to be very careful and have to balance the egg
while they move. If the egg falls to the ground, the father penguin will not recognize it, and the
egg will be in danger.
Materials
− A large egg-shaped object- (a softball is about the right size)
− A long, large pillow
− A belt or rope to hold the pillow up
− Another person to help
Procedure
1) Take off your shoes but leave your socks on.
2) Place the pillow on your stomach and use the belt or rope to hold it up.
3) Leave enough of the pillow hanging so it touches the tops of your feet
4) Balance the egg shape on the top of your feet.
5) Place the pillow on top of the egg.
6) Try walking without losing the egg.
Conclusion
1) Was it easy or hard to walk?
2) Were you able to keep the egg from rolling off your feet?
3) Describe the kind of walking you had to do to keep the egg from rolling off.
4) What did the pillow help do to the egg?
5) What does the penguin have that is like the pillow?
6) Why do you think penguins don't make nests to use for hatching their eggs?
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Lots of Penguins
Adapted from Teachers Exploring Antarctica (http://tea.armadaproject.org/tea_activities.html)
Objectives
− Identify the changes in environmental conditions that affect the survival of individuals and species.
− Describe interactions among living and non-living components in ecosystems.
− Identify and illustrate the survival of a species that is dependent on a resource base that may be
limited.
Overview
− The students will participate in a hands-on activity, simulating the process of population fluctuation.
They will learn the terms limiting factors and carrying capacity. Rather than memorize the terms
limiting factors and carrying capacity, the students can “see” the terms come to life in this
animated penguin activity. The results clearly show how populations are affected by many things-one of them being food availability.
− Students will predict what the carrying capacity of a penguin population of a certain area will be.
− Students will engage in a hands-on activity, simulating the way carrying capacity works. Students
will explain what the terms carrying capacity and limiting factors mean for a population
Introduction
Populations change over time. Deaths, births, immigrations, and emigrations all affect how many
individuals are left in a population. Other factors--such as food, water, shelter, space, disease-dictate population numbers. These are called limiting factors. They are limiting because they affect
whether or not the population will increase or decrease. Carrying capacity is the number of
organisms an ecosystem can hold long-term without any damage to that ecosystem. For example,
let’s say that you have 100 acres of woods behind your house. 100 acres can only hold a certain
number of squirrels. There are only a certain number of nuts to go around. Once those nuts are
gone, the squirrels must either find another home, or they will die of starvation. So, over time, you’ll
find that the squirrel population stays at an average number that the woods can support--no more,
no less. And that is carrying capacity.
Penguins are flightless birds that live in sub-Antarctic waters. The exception is the Galapagos
penguin which lives at the equator. The Adelie and Emperor penguins are the only penguins that
live on the Antarctica coastline. The Gentoo penguin also resides close to the coast. For this activity,
we’ll be using those three species. We are going to assume, for this activity, that a penguin colony
has approximately 40,000 birds. We know that a large penguin colony can consume several tons of
food a day, so we will assume that our penguin colony eats three tons of food a day. This means
each penguin eats 5.8 lbs. of food/day. Although the type of food varies with the species, the
geographical location, and the time of year, most of the southern species have a diet of small fish
and crustaceans. Again, for the sake of this activity, we will assume that the average penguin diet is
70% krill, 29% small fish, and 1% squid.
PREPRE-ACTIVITY SETSET-UP
Materials
− 290 colored cards
− Baggie for each student (represents their stomach)
− A large area where the cards can be spread out (simulating the penguins’ food in the ocean)
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− 1 student activity sheet per student (see Student Reproducible Masters section)

Procedure
1) Divide the colored cards as follows. For a class of 30, you will need:
180 cards marked KRILL 0.2
90 cards marked FISH 1
20 cards marked SQUID 0.1
2) You will need a large area to do this activity--a gym or a plot of grass or parking lot outside. The
students can run and cover more territory this way.
TEACHING SEQUENCE
Engagement and Exploration (Student Inquiry Activity)
1) Introduce the Emperor, Adelie, and Gentoo penguins to your students briefly
2) Explain that the Antarctic coastline can only hold so many penguins. Part of this is based upon how
much food is available in the surrounding waters. The amount of food would be a limiting factor .
The amount of penguins the Antarctic coastline could hold for a long period of time would be the
carrying capacity.
3) You can choose to give the example of a 1-gallon ice cream container. How much ice cream can the
container hold? One gallon. That’s its carrying capacity, very much like how many organisms a
particular ecosystem can hold.
4) Today they will be doing an activity to show how a particular environment can only sustain certain
numbers of a population for a long period of time without hurting the environment. Hand out the
activity sheets.
5) Each student will be a penguin. Hand out a plastic baggie to each student. This represents their
stomach. [You may want to provide a permanent black marker so they can write their name on the
baggie.]
6) You have a pile of colored cards which represent the different types of food available in the
Antarctica waters. Remind the students that they are not only looking for the most cards they can
gather but also a variety of colors, representing the different types of food.
7) Ask for 3 volunteers. Have them come to the front of the classroom, and tell the class that these
penguins will have a little more trouble than the rest of them:
 The first penguin has had one of his legs bitten off by a leopard seal; therefore he will have
to hop during the entire activity.
 The second penguin’s flippers were injured in a fight with another penguin. His speed in the
water is decreased, and his balance on land is compromised; therefore, he will have to
crawl to get his food (simulating sliding or tobogganing).
 A third penguin volunteer will represent a parent penguin that has to gather double the
amount of food for him and his baby penguin.
8) Go to the large area. The students will line up behind a designated line, each laying their baggie in a
spot where they feel comfortable. You will spread the cards out in an even pattern over the area.
They are only allowed to pick up one card at a time, and they must take each card back to their
baggie. This slows them down and prevents cheating.
9) Before starting the activity, ask students to predict how many penguins they think will survive. Once
all cards are collected, have the students collect their baggies and head back to the classroom.
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Explanation
Ask them to total the numbers on all of their cards. Make sure they notice the difference between 1
and .10 on the cards. This number represents the pounds of food they collected.
Krill are 70% of the Penguin’s diet
Fish are 29% of the Penguin’s diet
Squid are 1% of the Penguin’s diet
Tell them that a penguin needs an average of 5.8 lbs. of food per day to live for an extended period
of time.
Did anyone get this much? You should only get a few that collected this much. The number of
students who raise their hands is the carrying capacity for the particular area that you did the
activity in. Every population will build in numbers until its ecosystem can no longer hold or support
them. Then individuals die (or move from the area). Therefore, the ecosystem dictates how many
individuals can live in it.
Elaboration
Ask the student to take into account the krill population. Krill feed on algae found in the water. If
the ice sheets become thinner, the ice cannot support the algae, and, therefore, it sinks to the
bottom, causing masses of krill to die of starvation. Encourage students to relate the carrying
capacity of the krill and algae to the thickness of the ice.
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STUDENT INFORMATION
Introduction
Populations change over time. Deaths, births, immigrations, and emigrations all affect how many
individuals are left in a population. Other factors--such as food, water, shelter, space, disease-dictate population numbers. These are called limiting factors. They are limiting because they affect
whether or not the population will increase or decrease. Carrying capacity is the number of
organisms an ecosystem can hold long-term without any damage to that ecosystem. For example,
let’s say that you have 100 acres of woods behind your house. That 100 acres can only hold a
certain number of squirrels. There are only a certain number of nuts to go around. Once those nuts
are gone, the squirrels must either find another home, or they will die of starvation. So, over time,
you’ll find that the squirrel population stays at an average number that the woods can support--no
more, no less. And that is carrying capacity.
Materials
1 baggie (represents your penguin stomach)
Procedure
You are a penguin. The baggie you hold is your stomach. Please label with your name. The goal of
this activity is to pick up as many cards as possible from the designated area, until all cards are
gone. The cards represent penguin food. Lay your baggie down at the start line. When the teacher
says, “Go!”, you may run and pick up one card at a time and bring back to your baggie. Repeat until
all cards are gone. Add up the numbers on your cards. Make sure you notice the difference
between the 1 and .10 cards.
TOTAL: ___________
This represents the number of pounds of food you gathered. A penguin eats about 5.8lbs. of food
per day.
Did you reach this amount? __________
Discussion Questions
1) Was there any evidence of sickness or injury preventing our volunteer penguins from getting
enough food? What might eventually happen to them?
2) Would the parent penguin keep the gathered food for himself, or would he give it to the baby
penguin? Why?
3) How does carrying capacity affect the environment of a certain area?
4) How is carrying capacity affected by environmental discrepancies such as a thin ice cover?
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What’s in a Name?
Adapted from Teachers Exploring Antarctica (http://tea.armadaproject.org/tea_activities.html)
TEACHER INFORMATION
INFORMATION
Objectives
− Distinguish between inherited traits and other characteristics that result from interactions with the
environment.
− Collect and classify organism at several taxonomic levels such as species, phylum, and kingdom, by
applying dichotomous keys
− Analyze relationships among organisms and develop a model of hierarchical classification system
based on similarities and differences using taxonomic nomenclature.
Overview
Overview
These two activities introduce students to scientific taxonomy and using, as well as creating,
dichotomous keys. The first activity models the dichotomous key by having the students determine
the identity of polar species of the Order Pinnipedia. The second activity brings a bit of the
background in how scientific naming is done and leads the students into creating penguin Families
based on physical characteristics. The students create the Family names using provided Latin and
Greek root words as "building blocks" toward names that describe the family members.
Introduction
Taxonomy and using a dichotomous key to classify organisms are two concepts that students need
to understand in Biology. When asked to use scientific names, though, students are often
intimidated since many names are long and strange sounding. Penguins are a favorite topic of
students. There are only 18 species in the entire world, making them a manageable number to use.
There is only one Family in the Order Sphenisciformes although there are 6 genera and there are at
least three distinct body types. By using Latin and Greek root words to describe each new Family
they create, students can see how scientific names usually relate to the animals being named. By
creating a dichotomous key, the students can more readily understand how they work.
Materials
− Latin and Greek word roots
− Pinnipedia pictures
− Penguin pictures and descriptions
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Pinnipedia Pandemonium – Answer Key
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Classy Penguins – Latin & Greek Roots

a, an (GK)
abyss (GK)
ad (L)
aequus (L)
aeros (GK)
alveolus(L)
ammon (L)
amnos (GK)
amoibe (GK)
amphi (GK)
ana (L)
andro (GK)
anggeion, anglo(GK)
anthos (GK)
anti (GK)
aqua(L)
archaios, archeo (GK)
arthron (GK)
artios (GK)
aster (GK)
bath (GK)
benth
bi, bis (L)
binarius (L)
bios (GK)
brachio (GK)
bursa(L)
capillus (L)
cam (L)
carno (L)
chephla (GK)
cervix (L)
cetus (L)
chaite, chaet (GK)
cheir (GK)
chele (GK)
chorda (L)
chorion (GK)
chroma, chrom (GK)
cide (L)
circa (L)

ROOT
not, without
deep, bottomless
to. attached to
equal
air
small pit
ram (horn)
lamb
change
both, about, around
away, onward
male
vessel, container
flower
against, away, opposite
water
ancient, primitive
joint, jointed
even
star
deep, high
depth of sea
two, twice
pair
life
arm
purse, bag
hair
flesh
flesh
head
neck
whale
vristle
hand
claw
cord
skin
time
kill
about

MEANING
makros (GK)
mar
marsupium (L)
meare (L)
megas (GK)
melas(GK)
meristos (GK)
mesos (GK)
meta (GK)
meter(GK)
mikros, micro (GK)
moll (L)
monos (GK)
morphe (GK)
mors, mort(L)
mucus(L)
multus (L)
mutare (L)
mys (GK)
nema (GK)
neos (GK)
nerit (GK)
nimb (L)
noct (L)
nodus (L)
non (L)
oceano (L)
oikos, eco (GK)
oisein, eso (GK)
oligos (GK)
omnis (L)
organ (L)
ornis (GK)
orthos (GK)
osculum (L)
ostrakon (GK)
oura, ura (GK)
ous, oto (GK)
ovum (L)
paleo (GK)
pan (GK)
para (GK)

ROOT

large
sea
pouch
to glide
large
black, dark
divided
middle
after, following
a measurement
small
soft
single
form
death
mucus, slime
many
to change
muscle
thread
new
sea mussel
new
night
knot, knob
not
sea
household
to carry
few, little
all
tool
bird
straight
small mouth
shell
tall
ear
egg
ancient
all
beside

MEANING
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clinc (L)
con (L)
coron (L)
cum, col, com, con (L)
cuticula (L)
cycl (L)
daktylos (GK)
de (L)
decidere (L)
dens (L)
derma (GK)
deterere (L)
dia, di (GK)
diploos (GGK)
dis, di (GK)
dis, di (L)
dium (L)
dormire(L)
drom (GK)
du (L)
ducere(L)
dynamo (GK)
ella (GK)
endon, en,endo (GK)
eo (GK)
epi (GK)
erythros (GK)
eu (GK)
evolutus (L)
ex, e (L)
exo (GK)
extra (L)
ferre (L)
fibrilla (L)
follis (L)
fossilis (L)
gaea (GK)
genesis (L)
genos, gen, geny (GK)
gestare (L)
globus (L)
gloss (GK)

bend, slope
with
crown
with, together
thin skin
wheel, circle
finger
away, from
to fall down
tooth
skin
loose material
through, apart
twofold, double
twice, two
apart, away
daily, daytime
to sleep
running, racing
two, double
to lead
power
small
within
early
upon, above
red
well, true, good
rolled out
out
out, outside
outside
to bear
small fiber
bag
dug up
earth
origin, birth
race
to bear
sphere
tongue

pausere (L)
pendere (L)
per (L)
peri (GK)
periodos(GK)
pes, pedis (L)
petra (L)
phagein (GK)
phainein (GK)
pherein, phor (GK)
phylon (GK)
pinax (G)
pinna (L)
platys (GK)
pleuron (GK)
polys, poly (GK)
poros (GK)
post (L)
pous, pod (GK)
prae, pre (L)
primus (L)
ro (GK and L)
protos (GK)
pseudes (GK)
psyche (GK)
pteron (GK)
punctus (L)
pyr (GK)
radius(L)
re(L)
reflectere (L)
rota (L)
rumpere (L)
sapros (GK)
sarx (GK)
scire (L)
scribere, script (L)
scop (GK)
sedere, ses (L)
semi (L)
skopein, scop (GK)
soma (GK)
spirare (L)
stasis (GK)

to rest
to hang
through
around
a cycle
foot
rock
to eat
to show
to carry
related group
tablet
feather
flat
side
many
channel
after
foot
before
first
before, for
first
se
mind
wing
a point
ire
ray
again
to turn back
wheel
to break
rotten
flesh
to know
to write
see
to sit
half
to look
body
to breathe
standing, staying
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gnathos (GK)
graphos (GK)
gravis (L)
gymnos (GK)
haima, emia (GK)
halo (GK)
haploos (GK)
haurire (L)
helio (L)
helix (L)
hemi (GK)
heteros (GK)
hierarches (GK)
holos (GK)
homos (GK)
hydor, hydro (GK)
hyper (GK)
hyphe (GK)
hypo (GK)
ichthys (GK)
in (L)
instinctus (L)
insula (L)
inter (L)
intra (L)
isos (GK)
ite (GK)
ject (L)
jugare (L)
kata, cata (GK)
kephale, ceph (GK)
keras (GK)
kinein (GK)
kotyl, cotyl (GK)
kreas (GK)
kystis, cyst (GK)
kytos, cyt (GK)
lab(L)
lapi (L)
lazul
leukos (GK)
libra (L)

jaw
written
heavy
naked, bare
blood
salt
simple
to drink
sun
spiral
half
other
rank
whole
same, alike
water
over, above
web
under, below
fish
not, into, on
impulse
island
between
within, inside
equal
object, organism
throw, hurl
join together
breakdown
head
horn
to move
cup
flesh
bladder, sac
hollow, cell
work
stone
blue
white
balance
lob (GK)
logos, logy (GK)
luminescere (L)
luteus (L)
lyein, lysis (GK)
lympha (L)

p sternon (GK)
stice (L)
strato (L)
sub (L)
syn (GK)
taxis, taxo (GK)
tela (GK)
telos (GK)
terra (L)
thele (GK)
therme (GK)
trachia (GK)
trans (L)
trematodes (GK)
trope (GK)
trophe (GK)
turbo (L)
typos (GK)
umbr (L)
uni (L)
urs (L)
vac (L)
venter (L)
ventus (L)
vergere (L)
virus (L)
vorare (L)
xeros(GK)
zephyr (GK)
zoon, zo (GK)
zon (GK)
zygotos (GK)

segment
study, work
to grow light
orange-yellow
to split, loosen

chest
stop
layer, covering
under
together
to arrange
far
end
land, Earth
cover a surface
heat
windpipe
across
having holes
turn
nourishment
whirl, disturbed
model
shade
one
bear
empty
belly
a wind
to slant, incline
poisonous liquid
to devour
dry
westwind
animal
belt, zone
joined together
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TEACHING SEQUENCE
Activity))
Engagement and Exploration (Student Inquiry Activity
Students use a dichotomous key to determine the species of polar Pinnipedia. Students should cut
out and arrange the various pinnepeds by Family once the identities have been established.
Explanation (Discussing)
Discuss with students what characteristics they felt scientists used to group the pinnipeds in this
manner. Determine the meanings of the Family names by looking the Parts of the names up in the
word root chart. Discuss with students the history of taxonomy as developed by Carolus Linnaeus
and the rules established for scientific names. Model designing a dichotomous key by using
common objects such as pens and pencils.
Elaboration
Elaboration (Polar Applications)
Students create at least three Families for the 18 species of penguins. Family names should be
developed by using Latin and Greek root words. Students then develop a dichotomous key to
identify the Families and individual penguin species.
Exchange (Students Draw Conclusions)
Students share the characteristics used to determine different families and come to consensus on
how many families there should be and proper names for these families based on characteristics
and root words.
Evaluation (Assessing Student Performance)
Dichotomous key product should be graded on completeness, proper flow, and logical
characteristics used for identification of families and species. Names should be evaluated on
logical use of root words based upon physical characteristics.
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What’s in a Name?
STUDENT INFORMATION

Pinnipedia Pandemonium
Introduction
Scientists use dichotomous keys to help them determine the exact species of an organism.
Dichotomous means two choices. Either the organism fits into one choice or the other given. You
move to the step number given. As you move down through the choice steps, eventually your
organism should be described and named.
The following pictures of the Order Pinnipedia (seals, walruses, sea lions, etc.) are described in the
key. Not every organism on the dichotomous key is pictured.
In this exercise, only the common name is given.
Questions
1)
2)
3)
4)

What characteristics were used in the key to describe the pinnipeds?
Use the Greek and Latin root names to determine what "pinni" in pinniped means.
To what do you think "ped" refers?
What part of the animal do you think distinguishes it (makes it different from) other types of
animals, such as a dolphin?
5) What parts of the anima}s were the hardest to figure out? In other words, what sections of the key
did not work as well for you? Is there a way the key could have described that part better? How?
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Pinnipedia Pictures
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Dichotomous Key for Polar Pinnipeds
1) A. Long tusks - large - up to 1,215 kg
B. No long teeth extending beyond mouth

Family Odobenidae Walrus
Go to 2

2) A. Head with small ear flaps. Able to walk with hind flippers.
B. Head with small holes only at eardrum

Family Otariidae Go to 3
Family Phocidae Go to 9

3) A. Rounded noses, short front flippers, rough fur
B. Pointed noses, long front flippers & thick fur

Go to 4
Go to 5

4) A. Sleek, agile high forehead
B. Stocky, low forehead

California sea lion
Northern sea lion

5) A. Back and sides gray to brownish w/ high forehead
B. Very short snout

Go to 6
Go to 7

6) A. Head withcrest
B. Head without crest

Subantarctic fur seal
Antarctic fur seal

7) A. Black with reddish belly
B. Back only or entire body gray

Northern fur seal
Go to 8

8) A. Fairly evenly gray all over
B. Gray back and gingery belly

Juan Fernandez Fur Seal
South American Fur Seal

9) A. Heavily built, male w/large nose capable of ballooning
B. No large nose pouches

Go to 10
Go to ll
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10) A. Large body grayish brown all over- no markings
B. Body mottled with dark brown or black markings

So. Elephant seal
Hooded seal

11) A. Body with large, more defined markings
B. Body with spots, mottled or no markings

Go to 12
Go to 13

12) A. Creamy body with dark head and circular dark patch on back
B. Dark body with buffy rings around neck and flippers

Harp seal
Ribbon seal

13) A. Large heavily bodied
B. Small to medium bodied - may have chin stripes

Go to 14
Go to 16

14) A. Heavy lower jaw - dark back with spotted side and belly
B. Long snout but small lower jaw

Leopard seal
Go to 15

15) A. Body patterned with little to heavy patches and lines
B. Body Grayish brown- large, long and smooth whiskers

Gray Seal
Bearded Seal

16) A. Mottled patterns on body
B. Body coloration with little or no mottled areas

Go to l7
Go to 18

17) A. Barrel shaped body - mouth line up-turned - patches on sides and belly Weddell Seal
B. Highly variable patterns - mottled spots on back and belly
Harbor Seal

18) A. Slim body - elongated snout w/tip tilt up - creamy color
B. Plump w/ small head - dark back and silver belly - stripes on chin

Crabeater Seal
Ross Seal
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Classy Penguins
Introduction
The man who established how scientific names should be created was Carolus Linnaeus. He chose
to use Latin roots of words in naming organisms. He even "Latinized" his own name which was
originally Carl Von Linne' Linnaeus used common traits of organisms to group them. Some of the
rules Linnaeus established were that:
1) Organisms should show genetic relationships to each other through the genus name.
2) The species name, made up of the genus and the trivial names, was to further describe the
organism.
3) Only the genus Is capitalized
4) The entire scientific name should be italicized or underlined
At present, there is only one Family to which all the penguins belong. Some scientists believe that
the penguins should have at least three Families or subfamilies to accommodate the differences
between the penguins.
Problem:
How should the world's penguins be classified?
Materials:
Penguin illustrations, list of Latin and Greek roots of words
Procedure:
1)
2)
3)

4)

Carefully observe the illustration of all the penguins.
Note any repetition of traits such as body size, feather patterns, beak shapes, or color.
Common traits can be used to create a dichotomous key to identify penguins. Your task is to
create three or more Families for the penguins based upon their physical characteristics.
You will also name those Families by using Latin and/or Greek word roots so that each
name reflects the characteristics of the penguin Family.
Use the following format to create a key that anyone could use to identify and classify the
penguins. The numbers must lead the user from one step to the next. One cannot skip down
to a step without a "Go to" command.
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1a. Has trait "X"
1b. Has trait "Y"

Family Cephalchromis** Go to 2
Family Lithoject**
Go to 5

2a. Has trait"Z"
Family Minipeds**
2b. Has beak of another color

Goto 14
Go to 3

3a. Has black beak
3b. Has other colored beak

Penguini negris*
Go to 4

4a. Has purple beak
4b. Has spotted beak

Penguini lavendatis*
Penguini punctatis*

5) 5a. Has… (Now begin describing all the traits that separate the different "Y" trait penguins.
I just guessed at 2a's "Go to 14" You would actually use whatever number came after you
finished keying all the "Y" trait penguins )
6) * Made up names. You will use the correct scientific names from the list your teacher has.
7) ** Made up names - You will make up your own. HlNT: Use the word roots to create Family
or Subfamily names.
Analysis
Compare your classification key to those of others around you. Did you pick out the same
characteristics as the others? If not, what were the traits you picked out versus the others?
Conclusion
How do scientists decide to what Family an animal belongs?
What problems can this method cause in classifying animals?
Extension
What method for classifying are scientists now using? Do you think this will be more accurate? Why
or why not?
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Penguin Pictures
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Arctic/Antarctica Venn Diagram
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Cut out and paste into the correct circle.
Polar bears

Seals

Above the United States

Penguins

No trees

Has trees and grass

Center of research

Lots of ice in March

Below -50°C

Almost completely
covered in glaciers

Includes Greenland

Doesn’t snow/rain much

The first person to reach
here was Robert Peary.

The first person to reach
here was Roald
Amundsen.

No country owns this
place.
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Lots of ice in September

Whales

Only land animal is a
tiny insect called a
midge.

South Pole

Land of the Midnight Sun

Only people here are
research stations

Native people live here

North Pole

Floating piece of ice
over an ocean

Below the United States

Wolves

Land covered with ice

Ice melts and re-freezes
during certain months

Its ice creates icebergs

Krill
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Arctic/Antarctica Venn diagram – Answer Key
Antarctica
1) Below the United States
2) Land covered with ice
3) Penguins
4) No trees
5) Almost completely covered in glaciers
6) First person to reach it was Roald Amundsen
7) No country owns this place
8) Lots of ice in September
9) Only land animal is an insect called the midge
10)South Pole
11)Only people here are research stations
Arctic
1) Above the United States
2) Floating piece of ice over ocean
3) Polar bears
4) Trees and grass
5) Land of the Midnight Sun
6) First person to reach it was Robert Peary
7) Includes Greenland
8) Lots of ice in March
9) Wolves
10)North Pole
11)Native people live here
Similarities
1) Its ice creates icebergs
2) Krill
3) Whales
4) Seals
5) Below -50°C
6) Center of research
7) Ice melts and re-freezes during certain months
8) Doesn’t snow/rain much
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Tips & Ideas for Science Fair
How to do a science fair project (Grades 3-6)
Want to make a science fair project? Here is an easy step-by-step guide on how to make a great project
that will help you answer questions about the world around you.
 Choosing a Project: The most important thing is to choose something that interests you. What
things about the world around you do you find interesting? What would you most like to find out?
 Tips for finding a project:
o You can look for ideas in newspapers, magazines, current events, or scientific magazines.
o Don’t forget to look in the world around you!
o Ask friends, parents, teachers what they would like to know more about, and think about
what type of project you could do that relates to their ideas.
o Don’t forget to write down your ideas!
 Once you have selected a project, it is time to make an outline of your experimentation using the
scientific method.
1) Introduce your topic.
topic Research on the most important pieces of knowledge you need in order
to answer your problem. DO NOT PLAGARIZE.
2) State your goal.
goal This should cover the general idea of what you want to find out and which
question you plan on answering.
3) State your hypothesis. What do you think will happen as a result of your experiment and
why? Ex: “IF it doesn’t rain, THEN plants will die.”
4) Develop your procedure. This is like a recipe of your experiment. Number each step and
describe what someone would do if they needed to repeat your experiment.
5) List the materials you used.
6) Make sure to keep a log.
log This log should include a journal of experimental observations,
data, photographs (when possible), and results. Make sure you state clearly which your
control group is and which your variable group in your log is. Use the metric system if
possible.
7) Analyze
Analyze results. In a section in your log or on your project, explain what your data has shown
you as well as the main points of what you have learned. Say if your hypothesis was correct
or incorrect and explain the possible reasons. It’s not important whether your hypothesis is
“right” or “wrong” but that you try to understand the reasons why. Lots of times, a negative
result is more helpful to scientists than a positive.
 Develop a conclusion. Summarize and answer your goal at the beginning of your
project. You conclusion should explain in the why what you learned was important.
Also mention if there is anything you think you could have done differently or anything
you think you have done wrong. Remember: it is much more important to be accurate
than to get the “right” answer.
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 Research Log Format:
o Use a NON-SPIRAL marble composition book to record your results and to journal about your
experiment.
 It is best to write in ball-point BLACK pen.
 Do NOT write on the back of the pages.
 Number the pages in the bottom right-hand corner.
 On the first page, be sure to write your project title, name, school, and grade in the
center of the page.
o Make sure you write everything down that you do in your experiment. Even small details are
very important.
 Display Board Format:
o Your display board is one of the most important parts of your project. Make sure it is neat
but still interesting to look at.
o Don’t put your name on your display board unless you teacher tells you to do so.
o Your display board cannot more than: 76cm high, 122cm deep and 274cm wide.
o Try to choose colors that reflect the theme of your project. Remember, you want to try to
make your project as eye-catching as possible. However, neon colored display boards are
not usually a good idea.
o It is a good idea that you try to include pictures or graphs on your project board. However,
check with your teacher beforehand that none of the images displayed violate the image
guidelines presented by your district science fair bylaws.
o Your Project Board MUST include your:
 Problem/Question
 Hypothesis
 Procedure
 Data/Results
 Analysis/Conclusion
o Make sure your board has a title that matches the one given on your experiment log!
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How to do a science fair project (Grades 7-12)
Creating a science fair project involves a detailed understanding of the scientific process as well as the
ability to interpret and understand results. Below are guidelines for all ages involved in science fair.
 Choosing a Project:. It is important to develop an idea based on (1) what you are interested in as a
student (2) what scientific inquiry you want answered.
 Tips for finding a project:
o Look in scientific magazines or newspapers for phenomenon or unanswered questions that
appeal to your general scientific interests.
o Read and observe about current problems and hypothesize as to the best method to solve
them.
o Ask friends, parents, teachers what they would like to know more about, and think about
how that relates to your own ideas.
o Make sure to write down questions as they occur to you, and do not forget to narrow down
your selection to one or two final questions you will focus your project on.
 Once you have selected a project, it is time to make an outline of your experimentation and your
application of the scientific method.
 Recommended Guidelines:
1) Introduce your topic. Research on the most important pieces of knowledge you need in order
to answer your problem. Be sure to use internal citation to cite your sources. DO NOT
PLAGARIZE DIRECTLY FROM THE SOURCE. If you choose to quote from a source, place
quotation marks around it. Paraphrasing from a source requires internal citation as well.
2) State your purpose or goal. This should cover the general idea of what you want to find out
and which question(s) you plan on answering.
3) State your hypothesis. What do you think will happen as a result of your experiment and
why? Use of the “If…. Then…” format is recommended.
4) Develop your procedure. This should be a detailed explanation of how you conduct your
experiment. Write in past tense and make sure to define your control and variables. Number
each step and explain each clearly, as if creating a recipe.
5) List your materials. Make sure you didn’t omit any materials mentioned in your procedure.
6) Make sure to keep a detailed log of your experimentation process. This log should include a
detailed journal of experimental observations, measurable data, photographs (when
possible), and results. Logs should also note the difference between control and variable
groups, changes in hypothesis or experimental procedure, and any other observable
phenomenon. SI units are highly recommended and statistical analysis or the summary of
results in charts or graphs is also recommended.
7) Once you have obtained results, it is important to analyze them accordingly. In a section in
your log or on your project, explain what your data has shown you as well as the main points
of what you have learned. Make sure to identify possible errors in your experiment that
could have affected your results. State if your hypothesis was correct or incorrect and
explain the possible reasons in accordance with your results.
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8) Develop a conclusion that summarizes and answers your purpose or goal at the beginning of
your project. You conclusion should explain in the significance of what you have discovered
and how your results can applied. It should also elaborate on possible further studies that
could be derived from your experiment as well as future questions.
9) Cite your sources.
 Research Paper Format:
o After you finish experimentation, you must combine all of your research into one typed
paper. The research paper is very important in the understanding and summarization of your
project. This paper should be in PAST TENSE and in third person…so no “I,” “you,” “me,”
“myself,” “you all,” “we,” etc.
o Title Page
Page – this changes depending on which copy of your paper you are using. If it is for a
science fair, it is suggested you only put your project title on it. For bookkeeping purposes
place the following information on the first page:
 Project Title
 Your name
 School
 School Address
 School Phone Number
 Grade
 Sponsor name (AKA Teacher)
 Sponsor’s phone number
o Table of Contents – place page numbers of the main topics of your research paper (i.e.,
Abstract, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Data and Results, Conclusion, References
Cited, and Additional References). For easier reading, most people suggest placing dots
after each title and its corresponding page number.
o Abstract – this is your first page. Your abstract should not be more than 250 words. It is
simply a summary of your project. Give one or two sentences for introduction, state your
purpose and hypothesis, briefly describe your procedure, detail your findings and how they
can be applied. Keep in mind that you should give copies of your abstract to the judges.
o Introduction – this is where most of your internal citation will be. Pretend that you are trying
to teach a person about the topic. Cover the points that will be important to understanding
your project. At the very end, there should be a paragraph with your purpose and hypothesis
in past tense.
o Materials and Methods – this is where you detail what you used and what you did with it.
When typing your procedure, use past tense and third person. It is not advised to say, “I cut
a long strip of cloth one meter long.” Instead, say, “A long strip of cloth was cut to one meter
in length.”
o Data and Results – your tables and charts go here. Be sure to label your charts clearly with
proper units. A vague title for a graph would be, “Distance and Time”. A better title would be
“Distance Driven in km per Second”. Additionally, you must put a small description of the
table or chart beneath it. Simply describe what it shows and how to read it.
o Conclusion – this is where you discuss whether or not your hypothesis was correct. Discuss
specific results and their significance in your findings. Why did you draw the conclusions you
did? Do not panic if you don’t get perfect results. If some results appear suspicious due to
experimental error, discuss what kind of errors may have caused inaccurate
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experimentation. Do not be afraid to admit you’re wrong. What would you do as a project to
expand on? How can this research be applied?
o References Cited/Additional
Cited Additional References – see “Using and Referencing Your Sources” below:
 Using and Referencing Your Sources:
o It is very important to use a reputable source. It is not advised that you use and reference
Wikipedia. A decent source is often cited by other reputable sources. These include some
scientific magazines, newspapers, and journals. Most websites ending in “.com” are not very
trustworthy in their information; those that end in “.gov”, “.edu”, or “.org” are suggested
resources. However, there are many exceptions to these rules. Make your best judgment on
what you can use.
o When you use a source, it is required that you give credit to it. Therefore, you must cite your
source within your paper (AKA internal citation) AND completely cite it in your bibliography at
the end of your project. There are several different sections to cite your sources:
 Annotated Bibliography – sources that you may use. These are placed at the end of
your log. Using APA citation, write the source in the back. Additionally, write a short
paragraph describing how it may be useful to you. During the course of your research,
you may need to refer back to these sources.
 References Cited – these works are cited within your research paper. Anything that is
quoted, paraphrased, and internally cited goes in this bibliography, including any
procedures that you may have referenced. The websites listed below are sites that
may assist you in the citation process. Be sure to look up how to properly internally
AND bibliographically cite your sources.
• APA formatting and style guide. Retrieved July 28, 2008, from OWL at Purdue
Web site: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/.
• Style tips. Retrieved July 28, 2008, from APA Style Web site:
http://www.apastyle.org/previoustips.html
• APA. Retrieved July 28, 2008, from Landmarks Son of Citation Machine Web
site: http://citationmachine.net
 Additional References – these works are the ones that you used, but did not directly
reference and internally cite throughout your paper. Use the same format as Works
Cited, except title it “Additional References”.
 Research Log Format:
o When you experiment, you must detail your experimentation in a research log. For this…
 It is best to write in ball-point BLACK pen.
 Do NOT write on the back of the pages.
 Number the pages in the bottom right-hand corner.
 On the first page, be sure to write your project title, name, school, and grade in the
center of the page.
 If you have a design or other information, you may attach it into the log by folding it
horizontally and attaching the corners with tape so it will flip out of the log.
o When you first get your log, number the pages in the bottom right-hand corner. On the first
page, be sure to write your project title, name, school, grade, and project sponsor in center
of the page. If you are unsure of your project title, be sure to leave a small space blank.
o On the next page, title it “Table of Contents”.
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o Flip to the last page. Title it “Annotated Bibliography”. See “Using and Referencing Your
Sources” above to properly cite possible useful sources. If you need more room to write
sources, flip to the second to last page, and so on.
o While experimentation, write a title describing your data or information on that page.
o When you finish experimentation, be sure to list the page numbers in the Table of Contents
along with the title of the page. Do not panic if you have lots of blank pages before your
Annotated Bibliography; simply put down the page on which it starts.
 Display Board Format:
o Your display board is the most important part of the science fair project. It communicates all
of the work you have done visually, and is crucial to you success as a science fair
participant.
o When creating a display board, it is important to make your project visually dynamic as well
as neat, informative, and concise.
o Make sure your display board is representative of you current years work and that your
name or district is nowhere visible on your project board
o Display boards can be no more than 76cm high, 122cm deep, and 274cm wide. If you are in
need of space, it is recommended to stack two display boards on top of each other, though
they must still not exceed the maximum height requirements.
o You should choose a color scheme that is reflective not only of your project, but is neat and
eye-catching. Neon colored display boards are not recommended.
o It is advised that you allot some of the space on your board for graphics, images, or
charts/tables of your collected data. However, it is important that none of the images
displayed violate the image guidelines presented by your district science fair bylaws.
o Your Project Board MUST include:
 Problem/Question
 Hypothesis
 Procedure
 Data/Results
 Analysis/Conclusion
o A title should be clearly visible and centered on your project.
o Your board must also stand on its own.
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Ideas for Ice-based Science Fair Projects
Want to do a science fair project about ice? Here are some ideas. However, it’s up to YOU to figure out how
to do it.
Grades 33-5
Animals affected by Ice:
Ice A research project compiling animals that benefit and those who are negatively
affected from decreasing polar ice caps. Students should choose a variety of animals to research and
compile data in an innovative way that demonstrates individual’s creativity and understanding of topic (i.e.,
Red fox vs. Arctic fox)
Mineral oil: Why does water become less dense as it freezes? Students should observe the properties of
ice in mineral oil and water to determine the basic properties of density and melting points.
Solar activity and Earth’s poles:
poles: A research project comparing changes in the Sun’s solar activity in the
last 1,000,000 years compared with notable climate changes on Earth, specifically ice ages.
Tilt of the Earth: Experiment using a spread of UV beads on different parts of the world that demonstrates
the warming of the Earth during seasons.
Grades 66 -8
Massive melting simulation
simulation:
imulation: Experiment involving effects ice melt has on sea level for both the North and
South Pole. Students will create a proportional ice masses to the Arctic and Antarctic and measure
changes in volume as they melt.
Glacier erosion:
erosion: Create a real soil model using soil, gravel, brush, etc., and observe how a large block of
ice affects the soil as it moves down a steep incline.
Algae beneath ice:
ice: Place algae in several water temperatures including a layer of ice in one sample.
Observe its growth and relate how it affects krill.
Grades 99-12
Behavioral study: Survey the public’s common knowledge of global warming and its effects on the world.
Note the shrinkage of the polar ice cap during summer and test the public’s knowledge of the ice caps
now.
Solar
Solar activity and Martian poles: A research project comparing changes in the Sun’s solar activity in the
last 1,000,000 years compared with notable climate changes on Mars, specifically its poles and whether
dry ice or water ice will form based on its temperature.
Vaporization of comets: Place ice in a vacuum and observe its changes. Change the states of matter and
freeze dust or sand into the ice.
Greenhouse gases: Which gas retains the most heat? Which gases do not? Why? Channel different gases
into a flask or closed container with a thermometer and measure the temperature over a period of time.
Positive and negative heat:
heat: Compare various types of ice and soil in their absorptive and reflective
properties as applied to environmental changes.
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Web Resources
1) Ice Planet Earth
http://www.iceplanetearth.org/
Full of information and links documenting the Fourth International Polar Year in order to promote
knowledge of Earth’s polar regions.
2) Teachers Experiencing Antarctica and the Arctic
http://tea.armadaproject.org/tea_activities.html
Activities and research projects archive created by participants in the TEA program for research and
expeditions to the poles.
3) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Polar Discovery
http://www.polardiscovery.whoi.edu/
Detailed information on the poles and the contrasts between the North and South Pole. Includes
insight into current expeditions and opportunities to contact their correspondents.
4) International Polar Year
http://www.ipy.org
A large scientific program focused on Arctic and Antarctic exploration and research from March 2007
to March 2009.
5) International Polar Year (IPY) from the International Space Station (ISS)
http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/IPY
Uses the ISS to observe the poles and their features like moving ice boundaries or the glowing auroras.
6) National Science Foundation IPY
http://www.nsf.gov/od/opp/ipy/ipyinfo.jsp
7) Educapoles – The Educational Website of the International Polar Foundation
http://educapoles.org/
Includes class projects, activities, and educational materials for use in classrooms to increase
knowledge of the Poles.
8) Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica
http://lima.usgs.gov/
Download various thematic views of Antarctica created by satellite images.
9) USGS Educational Resources
http://international.usgs.gov/ipy/ed_resources.shtml
Detailed information on and access to a variety of subjects in polar research, from maps and fact
sheets to photographs and databases.
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10) PolarPolar-Palooza
http://passporttoknowledge.com/polar-palooza/pp01.php
Audio and video resources from the poles, as well as interesting facts and profiles of Arctic/Antarctic
explorers.
11) PRISM KK-12 Polar Resources
http://ku-prism.org/resources/polarresrcs.html
Provides resources and educational materials for teacher, grades K-12.
12) Polar TREC
http://www.polartrec.com/
Provides instructors with the opportunity to assist with, or even attend missions to the Polar Regions.
13) NOAA Arctic Theme Page
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/index.shtml
Resourceful picture gallery and information on data research.
14) Antarctic Sun
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/index.shtml
Antarctic newspaper highlighting the lifestyle and everyday events at the US Research stations.
15) US Antarctic Program
http://www.usap.gov/index.cfm
Includes information on the development and focus of US research in Antarctica, and includes an
extensive photo gallery, and live webcams.
16) Quark Expeditions
http://www.quarkexpeditions.com/travel-resources/overview
Offers information on the geography and wildlife of polar regions.
17) WHOI: Polar Ecosystems
http://www.whoi.edu/polar/viewTopic.do?o=read&id=571
Provides information on the habitat and environment of the Polar Regions.
18) Penguin Science
http://penguinscience.com/
Instructional material about penguins and information about penguin lifestyle and response to
environmental changes.
19) Arctic Studies Center
http://www.mnh.si.edu/arctic/
Organization focused on preserving the cultural heritage in the Arctic. Includes many variations of
research in the field of the social sciences and anthropology.
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20) IGLO – International Action On Global Warming
http://www.astc.org/iglo/
Organization of science centers and museums helping educate the public of science and the risks of
Global Warming.
21) Cold Regions Bibliography
Bibliography Project
http://www.coldregions.org/
Access to databases and other resources concerning the Polar Regions.
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Text Resources
Elementary:
Summer IceIce- Life along the Antarctic Peninsula
Bruce McMillan – Houghton Mifflin Co, Boston
ISBN: 0-395-66561-2
Description: Mainly pictures of Antarctica sea life
Grades 77-12:
Terra Incognito
Sara Wheeler – Random House, NY
ISBN: 0-679-44078-X
Description: Travel in Antarctica
Time on Ice
Deborah Shopin & Roy Bjelke
International Marine – Camden, Maine
Ragged Mountain Press (McGrass – Hill)
ISBN: 0-07-006399-0
Description: Sailing adventure & over winter in Antarctica
High School:
Antarctic Birds – Ecological & Behavioral Approaches
David Parmelee – University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis
ISBN: 0-8166-2000-8 (hc)
South
Ernest Shackleton – Konecky & Konecky NY, NY
1SBN: 1-56852-252-5
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